Spelling Tic-Tac-Toe

Players: 4 or 6, plus a caller

You need: Unit 29 Basic Word list, chalkboard, chalk

How to play: Teams spell Basic Words to win the tic-tac-toe game by completing a row.

- The caller draws a tic-tac-toe grid on the chalkboard and organizes the other players into an X Team and an O Team.
- The caller picks a Basic Word from the list, reads it aloud, and asks the first Player on the X Team to spell it. If the word is spelled correctly, the team decides where to place its first X. If the word is misspelled, a player from the O Team has the chance to spell the word. If that player spells the word correctly, the O Team places an O on the grid.
- The game continues with the two teams alternating play.
- The winning team is the first team to complete a row of three X’s or O’s across, down, or diagonally.